The Notre Dame Office of Risk Management requires that the Museum obtain participant’s signatures on release forms prior to departure. This form will be mailed along with the campus parking map upon receipt of the completed registration form.

**FOOD CHOICES FOR DETROIT TRIP**
Lunch includes drink, fresh fruit, assorted snack chips, assorted baked cookies and your choice of Ham and Cheddar, Turkey and Swiss, Tuna Salad or Roasted Vegetables. Please select your sandwich wrap choice on the reservation form.

**Taste of Michigan** dinner includes drink, Schuler’s Heritage Cheese/Crackers, homemade bread, garden salad, cherry crisp and your choice of Lake Superior Whitefish, Harvest Chicken or Garden Primavera. Please circle your preferred entrée on the reservation form.

**SCHULER’S RESTAURANT, MARSHALL MI**
Very few families in the nation have been in the restaurant business as long as the Schuler family, marking 100 years in 2009. In a challenging economy and changing marketplace, the iconic restaurant continues to thrive while evolving with the times. Great food and hospitality are critical. “We are always looking for something fresh, taking the best of the past and blending it with contemporary trends and tastes,” says Hans Schuler. “Schuler’s remains dedicated to reinvesting in the business and supporting the community in which we operate.”

Schuler’s also has a bakery and “Michigan Made” gift shop for our browsing or shopping pleasure!

**RESERVATION FORMS**
Please respond by the designated date for each trip by sending the attached form(s) to Friends of the Snite Museum, P.O. Box 368, Notre Dame, IN 46556 or by calling the Friends office at 574-631-5516. The Notre Dame Office of Risk Management requires that the Museum obtain participant’s signatures on release forms prior to departure. This form will be mailed along with the campus parking map upon receipt of the completed registration form.

**THURSDAY, MAY 7**
Holland, Mich. Tulip Festival
Tulip Mania
$66 for members
$76 for non-members

**WEDNESDAY, MARCH 25**
Detroit Institute of Arts, Detroit, MI
Diego Rivera and Frida Kahlo in Detroit
$115 for members
$125 for non-members

**FRIENDS of the SNITE MUSEUM of ART**

**Spring trips 2015**
**March 25**
**May 7**

*In conjunction with the Art League of South Bend*
Join us for one or both upcoming spring trips!

**WEDNESDAY, MARCH 25**

**Detroit Institute of Arts, Detroit, MI**

**Diego Rivera and Frida Kahlo in Detroit**

$115 for members  
$125 for non-members

8:00 am  Depart campus - Morning snacks, Kahlo documentary movie, and Rivera presentation in route  
11:30 am  Lunch at Detroit Institute of Arts  
12:30 pm  Introduction to the Special Exhibition  
1:00 pm  Audio guide tour of the Special Exhibition  
2:30 pm  Time on your own  
4:00 pm  Depart for Marshall, MI  
6:00 pm  Taste of Michigan dinner at famed Schuler’s Restaurant.  
7:30 pm  Depart for Notre Dame  
9:00 pm  Arrive at campus

Reserve your place by March 11

**THURSDAY, MAY 7**

**Holland, MI, Tulip Festival**

**Tulip Mania**

$66 for members  
$76 for non-members

7:30 am  Depart campus  
9:00 am  Graafschap Heritage Center  
10:30 am  Big Impact from Small Gardening Spaces by Stacey Hirvela followed by lunch and book signing.  
1:30 pm  Windmill Island Gardens  
4:00 pm  Veldheer’s Tulip Farm, DeKlomp Wooden Shoe and Delft Factory  
5:30 pm  Depart Holland, MI – snacks on bus  
7:00 pm  Arrive at campus

Reserve your place by April 22

**Diego Rivera & Frida Kahlo in Detroit**

The Detroit Institute of Arts (DIA) presents an exhibition featuring two of the most fascinating artists of the 20th century. The exhibition on view March 15–July 12, 2015, explores the tumultuous and highly productive year that Mexican artists Diego Rivera and Frida Kahlo spent in Detroit. The DIA is the exhibition’s only venue.

This is the first exhibition to focus on their time in Detroit, a period during which each artist made significant career breakthroughs and where Rivera painted his groundbreaking Detroit Industry murals.

Between April 1932 and March 1933, Rivera created one of his most accomplished murals—Detroit Industry—on the walls of what was then a garden courtyard at the recently opened new museum building. At the same time and largely unnoticed, Kahlo developed her now-celebrated artistic identity. By including works before, during and after their time in Detroit, the exhibition provides a context for the impact Detroit had on each one’s career.

Included in the 38 works by Rivera are his epic preparatory drawings for Detroit Industry. Among the 26 works by Kahlo are many of those she created in Detroit, which reveal the emergence of her deeply personal artistic style.

For more details visit [www.dia.org](http://www.dia.org)

**WELKOM TO TULIP MANIA!**

This is the 85th annual Tulip Festival in Holland, Michigan. One thing we will be sure to see are tulips—6 million bulbs planted across the city ready to burst forth each spring.

**GRAAFSCHAP HERITAGE CENTER**

An authentic presentation and display of the historic greater Holland, MI, colony established in 1847.

**BIG IMPACT FROM SMALL GARDENING SPACES WITH STACEY HIRVELA**

Hirvela, a professional horticulturist and garden communicator, aspires to inform and inspire gardeners everywhere to take up the trowel, plant something, and watch it grow! This lecture, lunch and book signing event focuses on small spaces that provide huge opportunities for creating a lush, inviting garden retreat.

**WINDMILL ISLAND GARDENS**

This attraction boasts 36 acres of manicured gardens, home to over 150,000 tulips, dikes, canals and walking paths. It also features rich highlights of the Dutch cultural history including a nearly 250 year old working windmill, the Posthouse museum, an antique carousel, and an Amsterdam street organ.

**VELDHEER’S TULIP GARDENS & DEKLOMP WOODEN SHOE & DELFT FACTORY**

The Gardens offer a great opportunity to learn about the variety of tulips, order bulbs for fall planting, and see fields of beautiful flowers. At the Wooden Shoe and Delft Factory, visitors mingle with artists who carve wooden shoes or paint blue and white Delftware.

For more details visit [www.tuliptime.com](http://www.tuliptime.com)